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π1e traditional approach to vomrnaIy prO찌sion of pure public 
goods typically models the factors of group heterogeneity and 
group size in a piecemeal fashion and fi없ls to expl려n salient 
empiric외 observatlons. Integra디ng ， both factors into a single 
model. we examine how they interact' with each other to 
detennine the structure of Nash equilibrium. and show that this 
model is indeed useful in making realistic predic디ons. 
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1. Introduction 

While being recognized as important factors characterizing the 
structure of the Nash equilibrium for private pro띠sion of the public 
good. the two factors of group size 없ld heterogeneity , have not been 
an떠lyzed in an integrated fashion in the literature. For ex없nple. 

Bergstrom et al. (1 986) only deals with the effect of group 
heterogeneity (caused by income redistribution) on the structure of 
Nash equilibrium. whereas Andreoni (1988) , focuses on the effect of 

group size on the set of free riders and the aggregate level of 
public goods (see also Fries et al. (1 991). McGuire 와ld Shrestha 
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(2003)): 
In particul~r ， ‘ Andreon1 ‘ (1988) shows mat, as the group/economy 

size grows.to' lnftn1ty, ‘6nly thë mos't‘ “geherbuS” type- Of iodSumers 
will contribute. Not1ng that such pred1ct1on 1s 1n sharp contrast 
with the salient fact that the vast major1ty of people do not free 
찌de， many authors have explored other (non-altru1s t1c) mo t1ves for 
making . contrtbut1ons' to ‘ püblic goods, such.' as . sociäl . status 
(Hollander 1990, Shrestha and Cheong 2004) , j01nt production 
(Comes and Sandler 1984), wann glow (Andreon1 199이， 1nequity 
aversion (Fehr and Schm1dt 1999) , and so forth. Such efforts to 
model addit10nal mot1ves for 명찌ng have fonned 와1 1nteres디ng and 
meanin~앙'111 strand of literature. 

In this paper, . we show that • the pred1ct1ve power of the tradi
tional pure. public good approach' c와1. be s1gn1ftcantly enhanced 
without the' 1ntroduct1on of additional mot1ves ,. simply by' incorpo
rat1ng both the group s1ze and group heterogene1ty factors. Into a 
single framework. The proposed model allows us to meaningfully 
isolate and analyze the effect of each factor on 야le Nash 
equilibrium outcome by contr이ling the other factor. This advantage 
is compared to Andreonl’s (1988) model In whlch the effect of group 
size is not explicitly dis t1nguished from that of group heterogeneity. 

The proposed model is useful in produclng predictions that a r.e 
indeed consistent with many observed phenomena unlike the 
e외st1ng models based on the. pure . publ!c good approach, For 
example, we can explain why only. one consumer may contribute 
even in a small. group/economy as reported by Kindleberger (1 986) 
in the intemat10nal public good cases , and why a large proportion 
of population may contr1bute. even in a large economy.. as 
documented by many researchers of char1table donat1ons 1n the 
Un1ted States, such as Boskln and. Feldstein (1977) and Reece and 
Zleschang (1 985). 

This. paper is organized as follows. Sect10n 11 first develops a 
model incorporat1ng group s1ze and group heterogene1ty, 와ld then 
analyzes. their effects on the structure of the resul t1ng Nash 
equilibr1um. Conclud1ng remarks are made 1n Sect10n III. 
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II. Group Size and Group ‘ Heterogeneity 

A. 깐le Model 

Consider 없1 economy consisting of a finite but arbitrary 1 

different ‘types’ of consumers (indexed by i= 1,2,'" ,1) with their own 
preferences 때d income endowmerits (see Ðefinition 2 below for the 
technicru definition of ‘types’). Each consumer of 낀rpe i allocates his 
endowment(denoted by u사 between the consump디on of private 
good (x;) and the contribution (gi) to the public good (G). Each 
consunier's preference for the public 없ld private goods is repre
sented by a continuous , twice-differentiable and strictly quasi
concave utili1y function: U;=U;(x; ,G). For simplici1y, we assume that 
the relative price of the public good is unity, and sö the budget 
coristraint of each consumer of type i is wiitten as Xj +g; = ωI . 

Follo뻐ng . e.x:isting . studies ,. such as Fries et al. (1 991) and 
McGuire 밍ld Shrestha (2003) , w'e define group size or economy size 
by the number of replica디ons made for. the ori핑n떠 economy. It is 
noted that such replica디ons do not ch밍1ge the relativè distribution 
of preferences 하ld incomes of the consumers. More specifically, 

Definition 1 

Group Size - Group size being equal to .. n means there are n 
consumers of each type in the economy. Put differently, it is the 
number of replications of the origin떠 economy consisting of a set 
of 1 different types of consumers. 

Under the Nash. assump디on， each consumer of type i chooses 
the level of gi given the total contribution by other consumers 
(denoted by G-;) , in order to ma잉mize 다 subject to the budget 
constraint. The first-order conditions of this maximization problem 
yield 

G(n) = Jì (ω1+ G-i(띠) for i E G and (1) 

G(n) ;:::피 (l셰 +G-j(n)) for j E C (2) 

where C=lili is a type of the consumers who contribute to G}. In 
fact , Equations (1) 없ld (2) gener외ize Equations (2) and (3) in 
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Bergstrom et a l. (1986. p. 33) to the cases of vary1ng group slze. As 

in their model. If both prtvate and. public goods are. nOIllláJ.. therè 
exists a unique Nash equilibrtum. 

From Equatlons (1) 없ld (2). we define an Indlvldual-specific 
crltlca1 V:혀ue. 0 ,0. whlch is an Impliclt solutlon to 0 ,0 = Jj (ω‘ +0，에， 
such that when O，o~O(n). 9,(n)=0 and when O,o >O(n). 9,(n) >0. 0 ,0 

is specific to each indivldua1 consumer and computed from his 
income and preference. Notlng that. 명ven n. 0 ,0 uniquely deter
mines whether i Is a contrlbutor or a free rtder. Andreoni 없ld 

McGuire (1993) ca11 it i’S ‘free-rtder-Induclng supply.’ In additlon to 
야le concept of free-rtder-inducing supply. we 외so make use of the 
concept of ‘isolatlon contrtbutlon' defined as an Indlvldual’s con
trlbutlon. 9'. when 0-,=0. Clearly from Equatlon (2). it follows that 
9110-‘-0= Jj (ω，). It Is also ob여ous that Jj (w,) and 0 ,0 are posltlvely 
correlated; that Is. 야le higher the free-rtder-Induclng supply of a 
consumer. the hlgher 뼈11 be hls Isolatlon contrlbution. Both 0 ,0 

and 9110-,=0 are heurlstic concepts. but they are nevertheless 
instrumental In our analysls. We now define the ‘인pes’ of 
consumers as follows. 

Deflnition 2 

Consumer 1γpes - Consumers i and j are consldered to be of 
dlfferent types If and only If 0 ,0,.. 0/비쉰· 

Notice that If a11 the consumers have Identical preferences 

[income). the Income endowments [preferences) solely detellnlne the 

양pes of consumers. Next. we rank the consumers by thelr types 

such thatj>k If and onψ If O/<O~. Therefore. It fo11ows that 0 ,0> 
G￡〉 --- >GF.

Lemma 1 

The Nash equilibrlum contribution of an indlvldual of type i is 
positive. that Is. 9,(n)>0. if and only if O,o>O(n). Furthermore. if 0 ,0 

츠ol and 9)>0. then 9' >0γt잉 

Proof: The first part of this lemma fo11ows directly from the 
definition of 0 ,0. By construc디on. it is an implicit solution to 0 ,0 = 

Jj (ωI + 0 ,0). such that when 0，0드 O(n). 9' (n) = 0 and when 0 ,0 > O(n). 

9' (n) > O. The second part can be proved as fo11ows. If 0，0 늘 0/ and 9J 
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>0, then from the first parL of this lemrna G/>G(띠 ; Now from 
transiti찌ty and that a?>G20 > … > GP, it. follows that G? > G(n) . and 
hence 9t>0γi드j. 

Let C be .. the set. of contributors in the. economy .. Applying 없1 

inverse demand function øt(') on both sides of Equation (1) and 
summing over 외1 iEC, we obtain the following result, (which 
extends Equation (4) in Bergstrom et a l. (1986) to include the cases 
of varying group size): 

2: Øi(G(n)) - (c-l)G(띠=S 따， (3) 
iEC iEC 

where C is the number of types of contributors, which may be 
simply called the size of C. 

Equation (3) relates the group size and group heterogeneity 1n 
the determination of the structure. of Nash equilibrium. As will be 
shown later, the size of C shrinks with group size or group 
heterogeneity. Then it follows that a given size of C (없ld ， for that 
matter, a 횡ven Nash level of G) c밍1 be obtained either with a large 
but more homogeneous gr{)uþ or a small but more heterogeneous 
group. 

B. Group Size and Nash Equilibπum 

1n this section, we examine how the size of C and the Nash 
equilibrium G. change with n, 횡ven 단le group heterogeneity. 

Lemma 2 
As n increases, the Nash equilibrium G. monotonically increases 

but the size of C monotonic외ly decreases. 

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that the consumers of 
양pe j that are in origin외 C become. free riders as a result of an 
increase in group size from n to (n+ 1). Then from Lemma 1, G/> 
G(n) and G/:s;G(n+ 1) , where G(n+ 1) is the Nash equilibrium level 
of G with the new contribu디ng set C’ ={ili<jl and group size= 
(n + 1). 1nvoking transiti찌ty， we obtain G(n+l)>G(n) , which then 
implies that the equilibrium G(n) increases with n. 

We prove the second part of me 1emma by contradiction. 
Suppose , on the conσary， the size of C increases with n. Without 
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loss of gèner려lty. let addltional consumers of ψpe j. who were not 
ln origin외 C. now start con띠buting after the group slze lncreases 
from n to (n+ 1). Then from Lemma 1 G/>G(n+ 1). where G(n+ 1) Is 
야le Nash equilibrium level of G with the new contributing set C' = 
(ilt~jl and group size=(n+ 1). From the first paπ of the lemma. we 
have G(n+ 1)>G(띠. Now. by translti여ty. 터~>G(n) - a contradiction 
to the assumption that jEC. the Origtnal contributing set. Hence 
C(n) shrinks monotonlcally with n. 1 

Intultively. C shrinks with n because G lncreases with n. As G 
lncreases. more and more consumers will be better off by free 
riding on the contribution made by others. Although the set C 
shrinks with n. there remains at least one type of consumers in 
the set because it Is always true that G(n) > O. From Lemma 1. it 
follows that the last remaining type of consumers in C is the one 
with the hi방lest GP. that is. G? For all other types. we derive the 
following result. 

Lemma 3 
For each 양pe of consumers i. except the one with the highest 

G,o. there exists a finite number of replications or a group size T1t. 

such that for 외1 n 는 n{. 9{(n) =0. The level of n{ that implicitly solves 
G(n{) = G~ Is the highest 하nong such n{'s. 

Proof: Suppose for a 빙ven group size n. consumers of arbitrary 
ψpe i are contributors. Then from Lemma 1 G?>G(n). As n 

increases. from Lemma 2 G(n) increases but G? is unaffected (note 
that G? is independent of n). That means there must e찌sts some 
critic외 value of n=n{ (that is specific to consumers of type i) for 
which G{o=G(n{) and hence 9{(n)=0 for all n늘 n{. Similarly. as n 

increases the maximum v외ue that G(n) can approach is G~ 
(because G(n) must be less than Glo; otherwise everybody 삐II be 
free riders). Thls lmplies that the highest value of n{ for which 
G,o = G(n{) Is n2. 

Elaborating on this result. we can readily generate the followlng 
proposition. which implies that only one type of consumers may 

I For altematlve proofs of thls lemma, see Frles et a l. (1 991. Proposltlon 1, 
p. 152), McGulre 없ld Shrestha (2003) and Andreonl (1 988. ’Theorem 1. 1. p. 
66). 
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contribute in a sufficiently large economy. 

Proposition 1 

For 없1 economy wi야1 1 types of. consumers with each type having 
a. strictly . quasi-concave u디lity function U,(x" G). where i= 1,2 ,"',[, 

there exists a finite number nc such that the replication of the 
origïn려 economy for nc or more. times will result 'in all free riders 
but the type of consumers with the highest free-rider-inducing 
supply (G?). By definition, nc is max {n;} , where G(n，) 늘 G? γi>1 ， 
and, in fact, it is obtained when i=2; that is , nc=n2. 

Because Proposi디on 1 directly. follows from Lemma 3 , we omit 
the proof but discuss the economic intuition of the proposition. As 

the group size continues to grow (by replication) , G(n) continues to 
increase and consequently more 없ld more types of consumers find 
their Gi

D to fall below G(띠 . Once G,o < G(n) , the consumers of ψpe i 

become better off as they quit contribu디ng but free ride on the 
contribution from others. With the increase in n , this cascade of 
free riding proceeds from one 1:)φe to another type of consumers in 
the G,o ranks until. only one type of consumers , that is , the 
consumers with the highest G? (that is G?) remain contributing. In 
a practical sense, this is the type of consumers with the strongest 
demand for the public good. 

It follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 that G(nc) < G? (but 
G(nc) :?:G?γ iró 1) and thus only th.e consumers of type 1 contribute 
when n는 nc. At the same 디me， Lemma 2 implies that G(n) increases 
as the group size increases. However, G(n) is bounded by a finite 
maximum value G(띠max， . which must be lower than G? since 
otherwise type 1 consumers (and so everybody) would become free 
riders too. Although Proposition 1 is closely in line with Theorem 
1. 1 of Andreoni (1988 , p. 66) and Proposition 1 of Fries et a l. 

(1991 , p. 152), this proposition is distinguished from the previous 
results in that it explicitly identifies the most ‘generous’ type of 
consumers to be the ones with the highest free-rider-inducing 
suppIy, GP. 

As in Andreoni’s Theorem 1 (1988) , it also follows from Proposi
tion 1 that, if all consumers have identical preferences, ortly the 
wealthiest (type of) consumers will remain as contributors as n 
continues to increase beyond nc. On the other hand , when all 
consumers have identical endowments (i.e. , 따 = ω γ 0 , only the 

• 
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consumers with the strongest deslre for the public good will 
continue to contribute as n lncreases above 1lc. 

It Is worthwhile to note that Andreonl ’s (1 988) 없lalysls does not 
explicltly describe how the number of consumers lncreases 
whether by the replica디ons of the origln외 economyas 없1외yzed ln 
this paper or slmply by the add1tion of more consumers. lf the 
lncrease were due to the add1tional consumers of d1fferent types. 
group heterogenelty as well as group slze would be affected ln our 
tell l1s. Therefore. it remalns to be answered ln Andreonl’s (1 988) 
paper whlch factor (group slze or group heterogenelty) lndeed drives 
his maln result that. ln an Inflnltely large economy. only the most 
“generous" type of consumers will contr1bute. In the next section. 
we address the effect of group heterogenelty on the sσucture of 
Nash equilibrium. whlch Is. In fact. comparable to that of group 
size. 

C. Group Heterogeneitν and Nash E씨uilibrium 

Thls section deals with group heterogeneity relative to the 
concepts of free-꺼der-Induclng supply and Isolation contrlbution. 
The fì이lowlng result shows that not only the group slze (as noted by 
Andreonl (1988)) but also the group heterogenelty Is an Important 
detexmlnant of the structure of the Nash equilibrium. 

f꺼roposition 2 
(a) If a red1strlbution of Income results ln a completely homo

genous group such that G? = 00비. every consumer 뼈11 contrlbute 
regardless of the group slze; (b) If there exists a 양pe of consumers, 

say type k. such that thelr Iso1ation contr1butlon Is htgher 야l밍l 

free-rlder-Induclng supply of any other type such that 자(w，J 늘 0/ for 
all J ;é k. then only thts type of consumers will contrlbute In the 
Nash equillbrium. 

Proof: Slnce O(n) > O. lt must be true that O? > O(n) for at least 
one i. Therefore. the assumptlon of 0 1

0 
= 00비 lmplies O? > O(n) 비， 

whlch proves Part (a). To prove Part (b). flrst note from Equations 
(1) and (2) that 자(ωk) Is the Nash equillbrium 0 when only type-k 
consumers are contrlbutors. that Is. 자(ωk) = O. Now conslder jk(ω싸 늘 
G/빙;é k. It fo11ows then that 0/:::;; 0빙;é k. whtch conflrms that all 
but type-k consumers are free riders. 
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It is. noted that both Proposi디ons 1 and 2(b) address. the 
situation where only one 1:)φe of consumers contribute; the fonner 
1s related to. the number of potential contributors. approaching 
infinity whereas the latter is . based on 암le relative magnitude of 
isolation contributions in. the light of group heterogenei양.2 Ob띠

ously, 야le sole contributors in the limi다ng case, denoted as type-k 
consumers, are indeed the consumers of type 1, whose free-rider
inducing supply is the highest 없nong types. We also observe that 
the Nash level of G in this sin멍e contributor case is the ma잉mum 
level of G obtainable such that G} :S; Max G<G? for 려1 j "", 1. 

In faèt. Proposition 2 seems to be consistent with empirical 
findings 1n the literature. Among other things , let us take 밍1 

example of 없1 international public good. Kindleberger (1986) notes 
that peace, which is considered an intemational public good , has 
often been pro찌ded by a single dominant world power, such as Pax 
Romana or Pax Britannica. The exploration. of Mars is also carried 
out by a single countlγ ， the United States. Since the number of 
countries is finite , Andreoni’s (1988) model clearly fails to explain 
these casu머 observations. In the context of the proposed model, 
however, one can explain that the isolation . contribution to the 
international public good is large for the United States relative to 
other countries, leading it to be the sole contributor in the end. 
When there is only one type of contributors and hence the Nash 
equilibrium level of G assumes its ma잉mum value close to G?, the 
rest of the consumers will be better off by free πding. Put 
differently, free riding will allow these consumers to enjoy the 
hi방lest levels of G and x possible in this situation. 

111. Concluding Remarks 

This paper develops a simple model for the privately provided 
public good, in which both economy size and consumer hetero
genei인 C없1 be considered together, unlike the traditional models 
focusing on either one of the factors. The major advantage of 
combin1ng the two factors in a single model is the abiliψ to explain 
the empirical observations that are not consistent with the 

2 In the context of intemational public goods, Shrestha and Feehan (2003) 
have derived a similar result, but under a more restrictive assumption of 
homothetic preferences. 
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predlctions from the existing models based on the pure public good 
approach. For example , the heterogenelty factor helps understand 
why many consumers may contrlbute even ln a large economy, 

whlch Is lndeed the case ln reali앙 but not ln line with the 
theoretical result ln the existing literature. 

In particular, Proposltions 1 and 2 , whlch are proposed as the 
main results ln thls paper, demonstrate how dlfferent sets of 
contributors mlght occur dependlng on the dlstrlbutions of 
consumers’ free-rlder-lnduclng supply and Is이ation contrlbution ln 
addltion to the group slze. An lmportant lmplication of these 
results Is that lt Is not the pure public good approach itself that Is 
to blame for the failure to make realistic predlctions , whlch 
triggered a new str없ld of literature on addltional motives to 
contribute, such as wann glow and social status. Rather, a share 
of the blame goes to the way 야le pre띠ous models are structured. 
In this sense , this paper may be deemed to be a step toward 
enriching 야le traditional paradlgm and enhanclng Its predictive 
power in a more general setting. 

(Received 17 March 2005; Revïsed 23 June 2005) 
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